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While pandemic driven lockdowns across the globe sent
markets into bear territory in March, massive fiscal and
monetary stimulus propelled a monumental recovery. The
S&P 500 logged its best quarter in percentage terms in
more than 22 years, however the market’s rally has since
slowed. A resurgence in coronavirus cases has paused or
reversed reopening plans across twenty-one states. High
unemployment, income losses and weaker consumption
due to the lockdown, as well as U.S. election uncertainty
have blurred the path ahead. Yet, it’s important to be
mindful that equities continue to receive meaningful
support from record levels of stimulus, sustained ultra-low
interest rates and ongoing non-inflationary growth. While
we expect volatility in the second half, we believe the U.S.
economy will continue its recovery as restrictions ease. For
the quarter, the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite
increased +22.80% gross of fees (+22.42% net of fees)
falling just short of the Russell Microcap Value Index’s
+22.93% return and significantly behind the Russell
Microcap Index’s +30.54% gain.

The company continues to gain momentum by scaling its
businesses, driving margin, simplifying its revenue streams and
aligning its balance sheet activities with the operating business.
At current levels, we continue to view COWN as a
misunderstood deep value opportunity that is trading at a
significant discount to total book value.
Additionally, satellite communications operator, ORBCOMM,
Inc. (ORBC) was a strong performer in the quarter. The New
Jersey-based company is a leading provider of industrial
Internet of Things and Machine-to-Machine communication
services. The stock rallied off its March lows after announcing
first quarter results and providing context and comfort around
the company’s ability to continue operating during the
pandemic. Performance highlights included strength in service
revenues driven by customers with refrigeration trucking
shipments and large companies with their own fleets. At the
current valuation, we believe the market is underappreciating
ORBC’s future free cash flow generation enabled by high
barriers to entry, minimal capital needs, increasing scale
advantages and growing demand to track and control fixed and
mobile assets globally.

Several stocks in the portfolio contributed to relative
performance during the period. Digital entertainment
business, Real Networks, Inc. (RNWK), was the top
performer in the quarter. Shares traded up following the
release of a CNET article highlighting the companies SAFR
facial recognition software and its outstanding capability to
identify individuals wearing masks. Also during the period,
the company announced SAFR Inside, which runs the
software on ACAP enabled cameras with edge processing
capabilities. In short, the state-of-the-art functionality
allows the processing to be handled within the device,
thus eliminating the additional expense of servers. Lastly,
the company’s casual games portal business,
GameHouse®, continues to show growth.

Other holdings, including water utility and land developer Pure
Cycle Corporation (PCYO) traded modestly lower in the second
quarter, forfeiting gains from earlier in the year. The company
has continued to make progress on lot sales and water services
at its Sky Ranch Development in Denver. We remain confident
in the company and in the resiliency of its revenues.
Rubicon Technology (RBCN) also failed to keep pace with the
second quarter rally. The company continues to successfully
transition away from its legacy sapphire business and sold its
Malaysia property. RBCN has significant net operating loss
carryforwards (NOLs), which we expect will become valuable as
the company executes on its strategy to buy operating assets
and/or businesses which generate profitable cash flow. In our
opinion, this off-the-radar name is a unique special situation
trading well below liquidation value with meaningful
optionality based on its ability to utilize the NOLs.

Asset manager, Cowen Inc. (COWN) also advanced in the
period. The company reported solid earnings results
attributable to strength in its brokerage division due to
market volatility and share gains. In late June, COWN also
announced an expansion of its share repurchase program.
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Additionally, Ballantyne Strong Inc. (BTN), a holding
company that operates through two primary segments:
Cinema and Digital Media, traded lower during the
quarter. While the company’s movie screen business will
continue to deliver a period of reduced revenues in the
current environment, we believe BTN has the financial
strength to weather the storm. The company reopened its
Strong/MDI screen manufacturing operations and we are
excited about BTN’s initiative to bring Parking Lot Cinema
drive-in theater systems to market.
During the quarter, we initiated a position in water
resource company PICO Holdings Inc. (PICO), which is
based in Carson City, Nevada and operates through its
wholly owned subsidiary, Vidler Water Company, Inc. The
company’s strategy is to maximize long-term shareholder
value through monetization of its assets and returning
capital to shareholders. PICO’s primary assets are water
rights and storage credits in Arizona, Colorado, Nevada
and New Mexico. Given the scarcity of water and the
population growth in these states, we believe the ultimate
value of these assets far exceeds the current share price. In
addition, the company has a cash-rich balance sheet and
significant federal net operating loss carryforwards which
can be utilized to offset tax liabilities from asset sales.
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the economy. Actions thus far have included cutting rates to
zero, quantitative easing, committing to purchase investment
grade and high yield corporate bonds, forgivable loans to small
businesses, as well as extended unemployment benefits equal
to wage income for the median worker. A Phase Four Stimulus
package also appears to be on the way. Amidst this backdrop,
we expect a solid recovery for equities and earnings as early as
the fourth quarter of 2020 or first quarter of 2021. Meanwhile,
we stand ready to take advantage of any pull backs in the
market on negative news. We strongly believe the dedicated,
contrarian, patient investor that stays the course and
consistently owns differentiated business models with solid
competitive positioning and robust balance sheets will deliver
superior returns over the long-run.
_____________________________________________
Investing in micro-cap companies is more risky and volatile
than investing in large companies. The intrinsic value of the
stocks in which the portfolio invests may never be recognized
by the broader market.

By comparison, we eliminated information technology
consulting firm, Alithya Group Inc. (ALYA) as we became
increasingly uncomfortable with the company’s plan to
grow through acquisition in this uncertain environment.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. For the period
ended 06/30/20 the performance (net of fees) for the ArielMicro Cap Value Composite for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year periods
was -22.57%, -10.13%, and -8.49%, respectively. For the
period ended 06/30/20 the performance for the Russell Microcap Value Index and the Russell Micro-cap Index for the 1-, 3-,
and 5-year periods was -14.93%, -2.93%, and +2.19%, and
-4.77%, +0.85%, and +2.86%, respectively. Net performance
of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite has been reduced by
the amount of the highest fee charged to any client in the
Composite during the performance period. Actual fees may vary
depending on, among other things, the applicable fee schedule
and portfolio size. Fee information is available upon request
and may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC’s Form ADV,
Part 2. Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars. Current
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data
quoted. The Micro-Cap Value Composite differs from its primary
benchmark in that it has fewer holdings concentrated in fewer
sectors.

Looking ahead, we believe U.S. stocks will overcome the
obstacles created by COVID-19. The Federal Reserve has
pledged to do whatever it takes to support markets and

Net returns of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite beginning
May 2009 reflect the deduction of the advisory fee. Net returns
of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite prior to May 2009 are

We also purchased shares of wireless network component
manufacturer, RF Industries (RFIL), which is headquartered
in San Diego. We believe sales will accelerate as telecom
operators upgrade their networks to 5G over the next few
years. Since CEO Robert Dawson joined in 2017, the
company has made small but meaningful acquisitions,
enhancing its growth potential while protecting its cashrich balance sheet. Although the pandemic has caused
uncertainty around its customers’ capital spending
decisions, we believe RFIL is poised for meaningful
intermediate and long-term growth with an undemanding
valuation.
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net of a 20% incentive fee, other expenses, management
fees, and profit allocations. The performance results prior
to April 30, 2009 were achieved while David Maley
managed the strategy at his prior firm using a substantially
similar investment style. Mr. Maley began managing this
strategy at Ariel on April 30, 2009. The performance
results achieved at Mr. Maley’s prior firm are linked to the
performance results of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value
Composite. The strategy will on occasion hold cash when
values are difficult to identify. Also, the strategy at times
includes temporary investments in Exchange Traded Funds
(ETFs) while seeking other investment opportunities.
During June 2004 through January 2008, the investment
strategy included periodically holding short positions in
certain ETFs. This practice may have had a material effect
on returns.
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service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes.
Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither
Russell nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or
omissions in the Russell Indexes or underlying data and no
party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or underlying data
contained in this communication. No further distribution of
Russell data is permitted without Russell’s express written
consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the
content of this communication.

This commentary candidly discusses a number of individual
companies. These opinions are current as of the date of
this commentary but are subject to change. The
information provided in this commentary does not provide
information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an
investment decision and should not be considered a
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 06/30/20, Real Networks, Inc. constituted 4.07% of
the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite (representative
portfolio); Cowen Inc. 7.53%; ORBCOMM, Inc. 6.77%;
Pure Cycle Corporation 3.43%; Rubicon Technology
5.21%; Ballantyne Strong Inc. 3.48%; PICO Holdings Inc.
1.93%; and RF Industries 0.82%. Portfolio holdings are
subject to change. The performance of any single portfolio
holding is no indication of the performance of other
portfolio holdings of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other
earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot
invest directly in an index. The Russell Microcap® Value
Index measures the performance of the microcap value
segment (companies that are considered more value
oriented, relative to the overall market) of the U.S. equity
market. The Russell Microcap® Index measures the
performance of the microcap segment (1,000 of the
smallest securities in the small-cap Russell 2000® Index)
of the U.S. equity market. Frank Russell Company
(“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks,
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